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Keats' Endymion: A Critical History

by

Dennis A. Berthold

Endymion is a poem with a long and argumentative critical history.

Like many controversial works, the criticism forms a body of know-
ledge unto itself in that critics are acutely aware of previous work
done on the poem and so address their statements to other critics,

either in refutation or agreement. The poem itself very often be-

comes obscured under the burden impose upon it by the numerous,
conflicting interpretations it has been given. Only one indication

of this is the frequent practice of Endymion scholars to summarize
briefly previous efforts made to explain the poem. Thus, the names
Colvin, Finney, de Selincourt, Murry, Ford and Thorpe, among
others, occur in the opening paragraphs of nearly all essays on the

work (including this one).

The basic conflict is whether or not the poem is an allegory: did

Keats intend to portray some kind of ideal, perhaps even neo-Pla-

tonic philosophy in his version of the Endymion-Phoebe myth, or did

he simply use the legend as a vehicle for a Romantic paean to the

power of sensual love? Naturally, there is a vast spectrum of critical

opinion running between these two poles of interpretation, including

some interpretations that deal only obliquely with the basic contro-

versy, and those that appear in this paper are by no means the only

opinions. Also, some of the major works on the subject have been
omitted due to the limitations of space, time, and research facilities.^

Nevertheless, I believe we can get a representative view of the

critical history of Endymion from the works selected. The develop-

ment will be approximately chronological in order to preserve some
of the flavor of the action and reaction of a literary debate, and
the emphasis will be on each critic's opinion on the allegorical inter-

pretations of the poem rather than some of the other problems the

work has engendered.

Sidney Colvin saw in Endymion a rambling, highly imaginative

work that brought together EUzabethan luxuriance and an "Arabian
Nights jugglery with space and time" into a richly inventive, if

uneven, "chain of adventures which seem certainly to have a moral
and allegorical meaning or none at all."- As much as we might
disagree with this statement, Colvin's desire to find a meaning for

the poem marks the beginning of serious Endymion scholarship.

He wants to view the poem as a purposefully created work and so

uses "the thread of allegoric thought and purpose that seems to

^Three books of primary importance that have not been consulted are:

Newell F. Ford, The Prefigurative Imagination of John Keats (Stanford,

1951); H. C. Notcutt, An Interpretation of Keafs Endymion (Capetown,
1919); Clarence DeWitt Thorpe, The Mind of John Keats (Oxford, 1926).

-Keats (London, 1909 [1st ed. 1887]), pp. 97 and 103.
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run loosely through the whole" only as it yields a better view of the

poem's "organic plan."^ As a biographer should, Colvin justifies

this approach by the context of Keats's life and his concern for

the "pursuit of beauty as an aim in life [which] is only justified when
it is accompanied by the idea of devotion to human service."^ Unfort-

unately, Colvin does not apply this "context" to specific passages of

the poem and leaves us with a very vague idea of how this "moral
and allegorical meaning" actually manifests itself within the work.
It is difficult to even call this literary criticism, for the literature is

submerged in the casual, generalized discussion of Keats's life. Colvin
stands at the threshold of an interpretation of the poem but does
not enter.

Robert Bridges has some of the same difficulty as Colvin for

he also tries to unify the poem by appealing to an external schemata.

He outlines the structure of the poem on a plot level, and divides it

into a four-stage movement toward Keats's philosophy of "the Ideah-

ty of desired objects, the principle of beauty in all things."^ Occurring
as this does in an introduction to a new edition of Keats's poetry, one
feels as though Bridges is attempting to outline a reading plan for

Endymion. Each book, for instance, represents a classical element
(earth, water, air, fire, in that order) as well as a gradation in

Endymion's search for truth. When a section doesn't fit into this

pattern, it is a digression, and as such, a weakness in the poem. He
reUes on the structure of the poem to reveal the meaning and so, like

Colvin, remains outside of the symbolism, imagery, and thematic

development of the work.

C. H. Herford, in the Cambridge History of English Literature,

takes this kind of safe, vague approach to the poem as might be ex-

pected in a historically-oriented, general reference work. He feels

that Keats's "brief, manly preface" is Endymion's "sufficing com-
ment" and that the poem's weakness lies precisely in the lack of

thought present.^' He doesn't attempt to unify it and criticizes the

digressions while praising certain sections of it (the "Hymn to Pan"
and "Ode to Sorrow"). In presenting such a brief summation of

Keats, Herford makes one important comparison: He sees the "Eve
of St. Agnes" evolving out of Endymion's "riot of luxurious fancy"
and "Autumn" as the end point of its "ordered opulence."''' While
he fails, like most nineteenth-century critics, to give concrete ex-

amples, he can be excused on grounds of intention, for a drawn-out
argument would be out of place in a literary history.

Up to 1925 Endymion scholarship remained fairly placid and un-
ruffled in the general opinion that the poem was a diffuse, flowery

allegory about some kind of ideal beauty or love. With the noisy
advent of Amy Lowell onto the critical scene, however, opinions

polarized and jelled, and the controversy noted at the outset began
to take form. The most significant new opinion was an essay pub-

^op. cit., p. 97.

*op. cit., p. 103.

^"Critical Introduction," Poems of John Keats, ed G. Thorn Drury (New
York, 1896), p. XXI.

*^V. XII (Cambridge, 1915), 79-95.
Ubid.
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lished in 1926 as a refutation of Miss Lowell's frank sexual inter-

pretation of the poem. Coupled with his later book on the subject,

Claude Finney provided the definitive defense of Endymion as an
allegorical, specifically neo-Platonic work.^

Finney's critical method is to exhaustively list publicly verifiable

information (sources, relevant poems and letters, critical background)
and use it as a tool with which to unearth a poem's meaning. What
we have, in effect, is an elaborate attempt to reconstruct the mind
of Keats at the time of Endymion's composition. The obvious dif-

ficulty is that, try as we might, we cannot get beyond our own person-

al, twentieth-century interpretations of those sources, interpretations

of which, validity aside, may or may not have been shared by Keats.

Besides, if we are to grant Keats any powers of original thought, we
must go to the poetry and see how he uses these sources (if indeed

they are truly sources) rather than observe them and see how they

molded his creative processes.

Finney's method is, certainly, a valuable approach to the study

of any poet, and his work may very well be a classic in the school of

source criticism. At the same time, however, his book is a good
example of over-stating a case and drawing too-grandiose conclusions.

In his argument, Keats becomes a modern derivative of Spenser, the

paeans to love in Endymion are utilizations of Renaissance conven-
tions, the theme of the poem is the "neo-Platonic quest of immortality"

and finally, he states that "by nature Keats was a platonist."^ Such
subtleties as tone, imagery, and Keats's particular view of love are

obscured underneath the flood of erudition. Thus the romantic

digressions of Venus and Adonis and Cynthia and Endymion in Book
11 are no more than a "lovely tale" and a vulgar "nympholeptic
dream" respectively. ^° When the allegory does not quite fit, as with

Keats's exaltation of male-female love over male-male love, reversing

the neo-Platonic Renaissance order, Finney glosses over the glaring

difference by merely stating that Keats was an "unorthodox" neo-

Platonist in this respect. ^^

The overpowering weight of Finney's evidence, external and ques-

tionable as it may have been, was apparently enough to forestall any
general movement toward a sexual interpretation of Endymion. Some
new, ingenious approaches began to appear, and among the most
notable was an essay by Leonard Brown in which the immediate
literary and intellectual milieu of Keats is brought to bear on the

poem. While he never definitely commits himself to the allegorist

or sensualist camp. Brown presents a history-of-ideas approach that

has some similarities to Finney's methods.

Brown posits the theory that Endymion was written as a "rebuttal

of Shelleyean thought" using Alastor "as a kind of anti-model."^-

s"Keats's Philosophy of Beauty," PQ, V (January, 1926), 1-19; The Evolution
of Keats's Poetry (New York, 1963[lst ed. 1936]).

^"Keats's Philosophy of Beauty," p. 19.

^The Evolution of Keats's Poetry, pp. 308-309.
]^op. cit., p. 299.

-"The Genesis, Growth, and Meaning of Endvmion." SP, XXX (October.
1933), 620.
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The point of dispute between the two authors concerned their view

of the poet: Shelley's hero cannot get outside of his own self and can

only die in this "vale of tears," whereas Keats's hero progresses

through Wordsworthian humanitarianism to spiritualized love in this

"vale of soul-making."^^ Brown, like Finney, is limited by his own
interpretation. While there are many interesting and fruitful parallels

between the two poems, he never manages to satisfactorily explain

what goes on in either of them, especially Keats's. He simply says

that at the end Endymion's "renunciation has culminated in redemp-

tion" and "accordingly he is now spiritualized."^"* That very im-

portant word, "spiritualized," is forgotten in the wealth of parallels

Brown has drawn. Furthermore, external evidence for the connection

is rather thinly developed, with not more than a passing reference of

Keats's to Alastor in a letter. He has neglected his main subject,

Endymion, in order to develop a comparison that is really no more
than a sidelight on the whole work, and a comparison that explodes

one historical fact out of proportion while neglecting more important

background information.

Another example of a critic who finds a clever hobby-horse to

ride roughshod over Endymion is Edward B. Hungerford. He feels

that an understanding of Greek myth is necessary to make sense

out of the narrative of Endymion and so details the myths Keats

used in developing his story.^^ The ironic part is that Hungerford
does not make sense out of the poem, and while realizing that Keats

was using a number of complex myths, he has to admit that the poet

"did not plan ahead with sufficient exactness. "^*^ As with Brown
and Finney, the poet for Hungerford is the slave of his sources and
the poem is successful only as it follows the preconceived pattern

these sources present. For instance, when Keats used the geographical

locale of the Corycian Cave for Endymion's journey in Book II he
became hopelessly confused, contends Hungerford. In following the

description of the cave given by Strabo, Pomponius Mela and Solinus,

Keats was forced to let Endymion out under the sea, resulting in an

irreparable loss of the mythic thread. He could find no adequate
myths to solve the problem and give his poem a satisfactory ending
and in desperation added the Indian Maid episode. ^^ The poem's
failure is thus Keats's inability to use research materials, although the

reader suspects Hungerford rather than the poet of this inability.

The sensual interpretation of Endymion was beginning to win
some adherents, althought no one was able to properly refute the neo-

Platonists. B. Ifor Evans's biography criticizes the allegorical inter-

pretation for imposing "an intellectual conciseness on the most
baroque of English romantic poems^^ but offers no evidence for this

comparable to Finney's massive compilation. Evans is satisfied to

disagree without addressing himself to the specific arguments of his

literary opponents and thus produces an anachronistic, unaware

^^op. cit., p. 653.

^^Shores of Darkness (New York, 1941), p. 106.

^''op. cit., p. 136.
i^op. cit.,p. 129.

^^Keats (London, 1934), p. 72.
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piece of writing. In 1947, the real reaction to Finney's school came
from Newell Ford in a highly cogent and seminal essay in which the

poem as Keats wrote it is the prime object of scrutiny. ^^

Ford's method is to isolate and attack a fundamental pillar of

allegorical criticism with a logical, deductive argument. After sum-
marizing the neo-Platonist position, he points to the single phrase
"fellowship with essence" (Bk. 1, 1. 779) as the most important
source in the poem for an allegorical interpretation.-*^ By a close con-
textual analysis of Keats's use of the word "essence" in all of his

poetry and letters Ford finds that it is synonomous with "things,"

specifically the "things of beauty" in lines 1-33 of Book 1.-^ He
also notes the change Keats made in line 778 from "blending pleas-

urable" to "fellowship divine" and uses the original as a commentary
upon the final version. Thus the ideality Endymion seeks is non-
transcendental. It is "an earthly blending," an imaginative "em-
pathetic fusion of a percipient with an aesthetic object."-- The point

Ford has made is restricted, and in this essay at least he does not
elaborate upon it, but it is a significant new approach to the poem
and the whole question of allegorical meaning. His fine sense for

determining how Keats himself used words, and his respect for the

right and ability of a poet and poem to provide their own definitions

puts the work rather than the sources before our eyes. It remains to

be seen what can be done with this insight.

The first attempt at a balanced point of view between the alle-

gorists and sensualists comes with Jacob D. Wigod's essay. He regards

Ford's point as "firmly proved" but disagrees that Endymion's theme
is "the quest of everlasting erotism."-^ He utilizes insights and com-
parisons made by nearly all of the previous major commentators
and tries to blend them by identifying Keats with Endymion and
making the poem a "personal. Romantic allegory."-^ The first signs

of a psychological approach to the poem are manifest in this essay

as the role of the poem as a document of Keats's thought assumes
more importance than any specific meaning of the poem itself. The
allegory thus comes not from any formalized external scheme of

things but a "personal Platonism, complemented by a definite theory

of poetic ascent."-^ It is the natural outgrowth of Keats's first phase
of poetic development, a phase from which he emerges as a "poet
of thought."-'' Wigod's respect for the earlier critics tempers his

praise of Ford's approach and gives us the first comprehensive and
eclectic approach to the work.

^^"The Meaning of 'Fellowship with Essence' in Endymion," PMLA, LXIl
U947), 1061-1076.

2 0op. cit., p. 1076.
"^op. cit., p. 1071.

--op. cit., p. 1073.

23"The Meaning of Endymion," PMLA, LXVIII (September, 1953), 781
and 784.

2*op. cit., p. 785.
2 5op. cit., p. 790.

^^op. cit., p. 783.
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The note struck by Wigod is taken up in greater detail by Glen

O. Allen a few years later. He states flatly that Keats's "principal

concern in treating the Endymion myth was with the nature of poetic

creation" and "the expression of that theory is the theme of Endym-
ion."-"' The difficulties in the poem arise from Keats's own changing

ideas during the months of composition, so that while he began with

a vague neo-Platonic outline derived mainly from Spenser, by the end
he had come to distrust the world of the imagination. In this light

the hues "Ensky'd ere this, but truly that I deem / Truth the best

music in a first-born song" (Bk. IV, 11. 772-773) form a direct

contradiction of Endymion's "Wherein lies happiness?" speech in

Book 1. -^ The end of Endymion shows that "Keats bowed to the

authority of tradition [Lyly and Drayton] and by special fiat im-

mortalized his hero." Thus, "the poem is not inconsistent; it is merely

a different poem from that which Keats had originally projected."-^

Allen points to the Odes as examples of Keats's disillusionment

with neo-Platonism even as the early poems demonstrated a belief

in it. He uses the letters to back up his assertions wherever necessary

and shows a good acquaintance with earlier Endymion scholarship.

His main difficulty is that he attempts too much in a twenty-page

essay; his general theory of Keats's poetic growth seems right, but

the specific examples he uses need amplification, especially when he
speaks of the Odes as rational, analytical products of Keats's "philoso-

phical inquiry."^^ It is full of ideas but short on substantiation, and
one feels that he may be more reliant upon other critics than he
would admit, for the balanced eclecticism of his approach is not

satisfactorily synthesized by any new insights.

E. C. Pettet's two chapters on Endymion in his book On the

Poetry of Keats represent the most complete refutation of the alle-

gorical viewpoint. Following Ford, Pettet feels that if a metaphysical

interpretation were intended by Keats, he would have mentioned it

in the preface or in the letters. ^^ As an allegory, Endymion presents

us with an "oddity in what would otherwise be a pattern of consistent

and organic poetic growth.""^- This psychological bias becomes clear

in the second chapter when he examines the poem per se in one of

the longest (fifty pages) explications there is of it. Pettet feels that

"it is a straightforward love poem that, we suspect strongly, owes a

good deal to the young poet's own secret desires and unsatisfied

erotic impulses.""'^ With this viewpoint in mind, it is easy to under-
stand why Pettet would say "what we chiefly need in order to under-
stand those thoughts and feelings [Endymion's confused strugglings

between Cynthia and the Indian Maid] is not a knowledge of neo-

2 7"The Fall of Endymion: A Study in Keats's Intellectual Growth," KSJ, VI
(Winter, 1957), 38.

^^op. cit., p. 47.

^°op. cit., p. 54.

3iCambridge, 1957, p. 131.

32op. cit., p. 130.

33op. cit., p. 153.
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platonic ideas (with which Keats may or may not have been ac-

quainted) but a steady recollection of our own attitudes and emotion-

al experiences at twenty. "'^^ Thus Cynthia represents every young
man's ideal of sensual love, however confused and absurd and
extravagant the depiction of that ideal may be.

Pettet's strongest point is his familiarity with previous scholarship

and his ability to see through it and clear the way for his own
opinions. Unusual as it may be, he makes it seem a plausible approach
both by his incisive critiques of the source critics and his sensitive,

thorough reading of the poem. The subjectivity of his critical method
allows him great freedom. He is not working from any external

schemata at all, and by getting within the mind of Keats he may
have the best (or only) approach to such an ambitious yet admittedly

confused and immature work.

Clarice Godfrey takes up Pettet's insistence on a sensual inter-

pretation but feels that "the poem is not a sustained record of

personal experience."'^'' While Keats's moods are reflected in it quite

often, she sees too much uncertainty at the end complicated by an
impatience to finish the poem which "muddled important concep-
tions" in Book IV.'^" Godfrey is definitely a student of the Ford-
Pettet school, but she is not a graduate. She feels we should read the

poem as Keats desired, that is, as "a httle Region to wander in where
[The lovers of Poetryl may pick and choose" (letter to Bailey,

10/8/17), thus there is no need to try to unify the work.^''' She
praises the individual episodes but can give no reason for their

existence beyond the requirements of length Keats had set for him-
self. ^^ She uses the pioneering work of Ford to criticize the allego-

rists but never moves beyond an appreciation of the poem. The title

of the anthology is ironic, for her opinion smacks more of regression

than reassessment, and it is far fitter for a nineteenth century "mem-
orial volume" than a modern critical study.

An interesting offshoot or psychological criticism is the Jung-derived

school of archetypal criticism. Robert Harrison applies the techniques

of this school to Endymion, and while it is fascinating stuff to read,

it hardly gets off the ground as literary criticism. As with Finney and
his well-oiled hobby-horse of neo-Platonism, Harrison manages to

submerge the poem beneath a welter of Jungian jargon and general-

ization. Because he assumes a pattern for the poem, any deviation

from it becomes "a puzzling diversion" that "almost incongruously

disturbs the normal flow of the narrative,"^^ such as the Indian Maid
episode. Somewhat like Leonard Brown, Harrison feels that "it is

only when the thread of universal myth is lost, only when Keats
begins to write poetry from the top of the head, that the significance

3 4op. cit., p. 192.
^^" 'Endymion,' " John Keats: A Reassessment, ed. Kenneth Muir, 2nd ed.

(Liverpool, 1959), pp. 20-38.

''^op. cit., p. 37.

^'^op. cit., p. 38.

^^op. cit., p. 30.
3 ^"Symbolism of the Cyclical Myth in Endymion," Texas Studies in Literature
and Language, No. 4, 1 (Winter, 1960), p. 552.
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vanishes and the symbols become unintelligible and contradictory to

all but the psychoanalyst."*" Obviously, the man is insensitive to the

merits of the poem as the work of a creative, gifted individual. He
cannot see beyond his own methodology, nor can he fruitfully relate

his conclusions to the vast body of standard critical opinion on the

poem, thus severely limiting the value of his statements.

The current of allegorical interpretation continued to run strong

despite the inroads of the Ford-Pettet axis. In 1949, only a year after

Ford's initial essay on "essence", Samuel C. Chew contended that

"Keats's central idea is the Platonic theme of the quest of a unity

transcending the flux of the phenomenal world. "*^ Brief as a literary

history must be, Chew's one paragraph on Endymion does seem a bit

hasty, as does his parting remark that "it might have been wiser,

and certainly would have served his prospects better, had he left the

poem unpublished."*- Chew shirks his duty as a literary historian,

for he does not present any kind of a balanced view of the poem.
His arguments are stale (completely Finneyean) and he is obviously

prejudiced against the poem; the simple fact of its long and contro-

versial critical history would indicate that it deserves fuller treatment

than he gives it.

Dorothy Hewlett displays the same kind of uncritical acceptance

of the allegorical interpretation in her biography of Keats. Though
she devotes one chapter to Endymion, she is more concerned with

summarizing the reviews it received than supporting her statement

that "Keats himself intended the poem to be an allegory."*^ Her
praise for the poem is similar to Clarice Godfrey's rather vapid "ap-
preciation" of its imaginative qualities. The book reads like the

easy armchair criticism we usually associate with the nineteenth

century.

A new tack in allegorical criticism is taken by Paul de Man in an
interesting "history-of-ideas" approach. Rather than insist on some
kind of Platonic or neo-Platonic allegory, he feels the poem is about
the "ideal of unity," not love, and that love is only a metaphor stem-
ming from Keats's peculiar obsession with eroticism at the time.**

He is ready to look upon Keats as a philosophical poet, but he
sees that the poem must first be unified and the theme rendered com-
patible with its seriousness. He is working backwards from the

"philosophical conclusions" he finds in Holderhn's treatment of the

Hyperion myth and wants to elucidate Keats's ambiguous themes
with the "blinding clarity" of Holderlin's insights.*^ He admits that

there is most probably no historical connection between the poets
but he does feel that both are products of the same intellectual miUeu
and are connected by similar usages of thematic conventions, parti-

"op. cit., p. 554.
^Vol. IV, A Literary History of England, ed. Albert C. Baugh (New York,
1948), 1244-1245.

^op. cit., p. 1245.
^A Life of John Keats, 2nd ed. (New York, 1950), p. 164.
*"Keats and Holderlin," CL, VIII (Winter 1956), 35-36.
^op. cit., pp. 34-35.
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cularly those of the Bildungsroman. They both deal with the

"specific relationship between the poetic, the historical, and the

divine" and as such form a background to the "spiritual crisis" of

twentieth-century literature. ^"^ De Man realizes the tricky nature

of such comparisons and the difficulty of forcing thematic unity on
Endymion, and we must remember that his intention is not to come
to terms with Keats's poem specifically. This is an ambitious at-

tempt to analyze one aspect of a 150-year old literary tradition and
it is bound to get away from the close analyses of a Pettet or a Ford.

Unhke Finney, de Man makes no pretensions as to having discovered

the meaning of the poem. He does not insist on a particular inter-

pretation and uses Endymion as an example of larger themes only

as he commits no violence to the work.

The most recent inheritor of the allegorist mantle is Stuart M.
Sperry, Jr. The fifteen-year influence of the sensualist school has

made its mark, however, and, following Wigod, Sperry sees the

allegory as having "matured and developed as [Keats] progressed"

and "worked itself out within the poem."^^ He justifies his approach
by citing "images [that] seem to possess a more than physical signifi-

cance" and other Keats poems that use the love-theme as an "extended
metaphor."^^ He has moved a long way from Finney and the neo-

Platonists, but by his insistence on allegorization still runs into the

old problem of the Indian Maid episode. He can only say that it's

a failure, an example of Keats's having "outrun the limits of his ex-

perience."^^ One wonders why Sperry even uses the term "allegory,"

for it becomes almost a synonym for "metaphor" in this essay. It

does not serve to unite the poem nor to point out any new insights

into the episodes. The qualifications he places upon the allegorical

interpretation ah but emasculate it (it "changed" and "developed"
as Keats wrote) ^*^ and the explanations he offers are decidedly in-

ferior to those derived by other critical methods.

The present state of Endymion scholarship is exemplified by three

works, all published in 1963. The first is Walter Jackson Bate's

biography which takes up the psychological argument of Pettet with

renewed gusto. While he is openly biased toward this approach, he
sees the need for eclecticism and a contextual consideration of the

poem. He deals with all of the previous major critical methods and
rejects the allegorical interpretation after examining it at length.

He comes out with the view of the poem as disunified and transi-

tional: "The use of the poem was confessional: it was used partly

for self-expression in the hope of making a step in self-understand-

ing."^^ It is to Bate's credit that he can feel as strongly as he does
about this particular view of the poem and yet relate the work to

sources, letters, literary conventions, biography, and other Keats
poems. He also manages to make some observations about the poem's

•*''op. cit., p. 45.

^^'"The Allegory of Endymion," Studies in Romanticism, II (Autumn 1962),
43.

'^^op. cit., p. 53.

^^John Keats (Cambridge, Mass., 1963), p. 191.
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internal problems, such as the natural development of the narrative^^

the "deus ex machina" necessary to keep the poem from over-spiri-

tualization,""'^ and the "fatigue of the marathon" that overtook Keats
in the fourth Book, causing him to rush to completion. ^^ The main
shortcoming of Bate's argument is a failure to consider the effect

of Keats's immediate intellectual milieu upon his psychological

development, especially the philosophical views of Wordsworth and
Shelley. This fault is probably a result of Bate's using the poem as one
of the best examples of the validity of his larger psychological ap-

proach to Keats. Endymion offers itself to the psychological critic

more readily than any other Keats poem, and it is only to be expected
that Bate would, like Pettet, find it tempting and congenial to work
on.

The next essay is Ian Jack's contribution in the Oxford History of

English Literature. Fully aware of the long controversy and all its

complexities. Jack argues for a balanced view, saying that "to refuse

to see more in it than the erotic fancies of a young man is to carry

scepticism too far. We cannot brush aside all symbolic interpreta-

tion."^'' An essentially practical critic, he allows for a variety of

viewpoints and approaches, especially noting the value of the poem
in Keats's poetic development: "Whatever the philosophical validity

of this elusive belief [in a "highest reality"! it is what supported
Keats as he approached the task of writing his greatest poetry."^*^

It seems to me that this stance is what should be expected in a

history of literature, for it is thought-provoking without being extreme
and informative even while admitting the limitations of that informa-
tion.

Aileen Ward is also essentially pragmatic in her approach. She
posits two levels of meaning as inherent in the poem: mythological
and psychological-symbolic.^''' Endymion's importance cannot be
under-estimated, for it represents one-fourth of Keats's career and
one-half of the canon, she notes. ^^ True to this observation, she
includes a lengthy chapter on the poem in her book and manages to

mention nearly every major approach to it. As a biographer, she
especially emphasizes the fact that "Endymion made Keats a poet,

whatever Keats made of Endymion."-'^ She refutes the allegorists by
contending that Keats's particular intellectual and social milieu would
have made allegory quite alien to him. Ward's position reflects the

acceptance of and even emphasis on ambiguity that marks the modern
literary scene. Althought she leans toward the sensual interpretation

of the poem, she is probably the most balanced and unbiased writer

on Endymion yet to appear. Her eclecticism seems to extend to her
choice of critical methods as well as to the actual considerations of

5 2op. cit., p. 174.

^•^op. cit., p. 183.

^^op. cit., p. 189.
s^Vol. X (Oxford, 1963), 108.
5 6/6/^.

"7o/2n Keats:The Making of A Poet (New York, 1963), p. 143.

^^op. cit., p. 146.

^^Ibid.
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a work. Thus she appears to be more trustworthy if not always

more exciting than a critic hke Bate or Pettet, for we do not feel

the pressure of a methodological bias in her writings.

Like the problem of the poem itself, it is nearly impossible to

make a meaningful summary statement about Endymion scholarship.

We can say little more than that it is diffuse, diverse, long, controver-

sial and unresolved. The lesson learned should be one generally

applicable to all literary criticism, and that is, be skeptical. Look
beyond the immediate essayist or biographer and judge him in light

of what you know about his biases, his methods, and his scholarly

reliabihty. Try to get a number of opposing viewpoints on any one
work in order to see the range of critical opinion on it. And—the

unmistakable moral of this paper—don't attempt to write on the

meaning of Endymion.
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Paradise Lost and the Modern Reader:

Five Approaches

by

Dennis A. Berthold

The history of Milton criticism practically revolves around the

attacks and defenses of Paradise Lost. From John Dryden to John
Peter v^e find critics sniping at the poem's "Babylonish Dialect"

(Johnson), "dead ideas" (Raleigh), or overburdened narrative

structure (Waldock). On the other side, there has always been an
Addison, Coleridge, or C. S. Lewis eagerly jumping to Milton's

rescue. During the twentieth century, as Bernard Bergonzi points

out in his valuable analysis, "Criticism and the Milton Controversy,"

the attacks have become much more assiduous and systematic.^

Munitions experts F. R. Leavis and A. J. A. Waldock have sought

a "whole-scale demolition" of Milton, and the nagging question

voiced by so many students, "Why study such-and-such?", echoes

with uncommon frequency and volume whenever the such-and-such

is Paradise Lost. This noisy salient has provoked equally "whole-

scale" defenses, and a main concern of Miltonists has been to make
their chosen subject both relevant and meaningful to modern readers.

Five such attempts are examined in this paper. While they vary in

critical emphasis and point of view, all five authors considered labor

under an intense feeling of the contemporary reader's blindness to

the true merits of Paradise Lost and the need to restore his eyesight

with the powerful lenses of literary crhicism. This does not mean
that the critic-oculist will always restore 20-20 vision; often his very
desire to give the poem significance distorts it, and we are still left

with a myopic view of the work. But we at least ought to be aware
of the efforts being made in this behalf and be able to assess their

worth as viable critical approaches to Paradise Lost.

Davis P. Harding, in his preface to The Club of Hercules, demon-
strates his concern for one facet of this problem: "There are few
responsible teachers who have not been frustrated by the experience
of trying to communicate something of the power and glory of

Paradise Lost to a generation of students who have had at best small
Latin and at worst no Greek at all. It is primarily for these students,

a blameless majority, that this book has been written."- With this

noble aim in mind, Harding embarks on a source-and-influence study
of Paradise Lost in which its meaning becomes "inextricably bound
up with the meanings of the Aeneid and the Homeric poems, and
cannot be entirely understood unless they are taken into account."^

^Bernard Bergonzi "Criticism and the Milton Controversy," The Living
Milton, ed. Frank Kermode (London, 1960), p. 170.
^Davis P. Harding, The Club of Hercules (Urbana, 1962), p. 3 .

^op. cit., p. 23.
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Unlike many source hunters, Harding is aware of the duty in-

cumbent upon him to demonstrate the plausibility of these influences

with external as well as internal evidence. He begins his study with

analysis of Renaissance attitudes towards the classics. By observing

textbooks that Milton might very well have used at St. Paul's gram-
mar school, he explains how the seventeenth century pupil ap-

proached Greek and Latin literature. Liberal quotations from the

pedagogues Brinsley and Hoole, as well as a brief outline of Renais-

sance reading and listening habits, provide Harding with a solid

base of historical evidence upon which he can build his argument.

Furthermore, he cites such recognized authorities as Puttenham,
Macrobius, Ascham and Milton himself to show the period's attitude

toward borrowing from and imitating the classics. Thus he provides

the necessary cultural milieu in which we are to watch Milton's

poetic processes.

The most important insight this preliminary information gives us

is that Milton was not simply a slavish imitator. In fact, Harding
cites an early Latin poem which illustrates Milton's utilization of and
"mastery over schoolboy techniques of imitation, ""* an ability that

prepared him for his later complex and imaginative uses of classical

sources. This latter emphasis runs through all of Harding's analyses;

that is, he always focuses on what Milton contributed to the old con-

vention or how he revitalized an allusion "and built it validly and
impressively into the structure of his poem."^ This is Harding's main
recommendation as a Milton critic: he has a high regard for the

way Milton actually used a source. It is one thing for a source hunter

to point out a parallel; it is quite another to show the value of it in

the work being studied. It is easy for this kind of approach to

degenerate into a mere alignment of passages concluding with the

joyful cry, "Look! I've found a source for every word in the poem!"
Such a job of literary detection (like Claude L. Finney's The Evolu-
tion of Keats' Poetry) reduces the poetic process to the mechanical
gathering of remembered and half-remembered phrases and "echoes"

of phrases, and pays little or no attention to the meaning and artistic

value of the work at hand. Harding is not entirely exempt from this

occupational hazard of source hunters, but there is less of it in his

book than in most other such works.

Since this writer does not read Latin, it was felt that his views of

Harding's book might be rather parochial, and so a standard student's

edition of Milton" and a number of reviews were used in checking

upon Harding's ingenuity in tracing allusions and as a corrective to

this author's academic shortcomings. The first corrective supported
many of Harding's tracings as reasonable, standard explanations of

Milton's allusions. Harding's contribution was to elaborate and ex-

plore the implications of these allusions rather than to merely point

to possible new ones. The second check revealed the fact that at

^op. cit., p. 11.

^op. cit., p. 84.

^Complete Poetry and Major Prose, ed. Merritt Y. Hughes, (New York,
1957).
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least one classical scholar, Federic Will, feels that Harding is an

unqualified failure as a source hunter.* Will criticizes his method as

shabby and old-fashioned, and both he and the TLS reviewer indicate

that Harding's knowledge of Greek is also somewhat suspect.^ Ap-
parently, then, the book is limited; but perhaps it is no more so than

Harding intended. After all, The Club of Hercules yields many new
insights into Paradise Lost and the functions of Milton's similes and
allusions, and as an innocent member of that Greekless majority, this

writer's eyes have been opened considerably. Nor does he feel, as

does the TLS reviewer, that Harding has let preconceived notions

about Paradise Lost lead him to interpret the function of sources

in a certain way. Rather, it is felt that Harding has given a reason-

ably coherent, if somewhat limited, raison d'etre for the multitude of

footnotes editors append to Milton's allusions. He has explained what
these allusions do for the poem and he has made them integral and
necessary parts of the whole.

Harding does have a difficulty in his organization of the material.

The book lacks a theme that sufficiently unifies its contents. The
chapters seem to exist independently of one another, as if they were

a collection of essays rather than sections of a single work. He ends,

for instance, with an astute discussion of Dryden's and Milton's at-

titudes toward Virgilian style that provides basic information about

Milton's poetic intentions. Had he placed this chapter earlier in the

book, perhaps second, it would have added greatly to the solidity of

his argument's foundation and widened the scope and strength of

his assertions. Similarly, the chapters in the middle could be re-

shuffled in almost any order without affecting the argument. It is

always clear, however, just what Harding's argument is. His presen-

tation is forthright and balanced and his language is lucid and free

of jargon. He is careful to distinguish between the "ghost influences"

and "surreptitious allusions" and the significant sources that can
be traced. He avoids many pitfalls by providing extended contexts

from the classical works, in both the original and translation, and
minutely comparing them with similarly extensive passages from
Paradise Lost. Language, syntax, and rhythm all figure in his dis-

cussions as the exact verbal nature of Milton's relationship to the

classics is explored.

Harding has sought to enlighten the modern reader of Paradise

Lost by reconstructing some of the formal literary patterns and
analogies that Milton used in the poem. Roland Mushat Frye, in

God, Man, and Satan,^ also addresses the modern reader. He seeks

to understand Paradise Lost by examining its ideas in relation to

the intellectual and spiritual patterns of a traditional body of Christian

thought. Unlike Harding, he begins by assuming that both the poem
and the religious tradition in which he places it "are much alive."

The great "Neo-Reformation" of the twentieth century has regen-

erated theology and so cleared the way for a contemporary under-

^Frederic Will, Arion, II (Winter, 1963), p. 133.

^TLS, February 15, 1963, p. 101.

''Roland Mushat Frye, God Man, and Satan (Princeton, 1960), p. 6.
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standing of Milton's religious ideas. He seeks to establish '"vital in-

teraction" between the two and so prepare modem readers "to turn

to the documents with a broader understanding of their issues, and
with the intellectual enthusiasm necessary for a continuing and sig-

nificant concern with them and with their major problem: human
existence." Clearly, such a purpose will involve Frye's whole view
of man, nature, and history.

The critical method that develops from these assumptions is inter-

esting for its free-wheeling use of divergent materials and authors

to make the same point. Such disparate figures as Augustine and
Albert Schweitzer, Kierkegaard and Karl Barth, and John Calvin

and Martin Luther are massed into a "mainstream" of Christian

thought that contains, floating merrily in the middle, John Milton.

Frye's dialectic is disarmingly simple; he takes a passage from Para-

dise Lost, discusses it, and concludes with a quotation from a modern
theologian that ostensibly shows that he and Milton mean the same
thing. Thus we get many pseudo-logical transitions such as "according

to Albert Schweitzer," or "John Calvin also says," or "in much the

same fashion, George S. Hendry . . .
." These are called pseudo-

logical because Frye takes for granted the similarities of these men's
ideas and never addresses himself to the possibilities of their dif-

ferences, despite the vast historical and philosophical disparities be-

tween people like St. Paul and Paul Tillich. This unquestioning ac-

ceptance of a long historical "mainstream" of ideas necessitates a

correspondingly generalized vocabulary, and so such phrases such
as "existential awareness," "the Christian vision," "ethical heroism,"

and "the reorientation of life" are continually used without any at-

tempt to define them.

There is no argument here with the intent of Frye's book or with

his theological position. Frye does not actually take a position. If he
indulges in too much eclecticism (or is it a grand sort of ecumeni-
cism?), his intent, for all practical purposes, will not be realized.

He will broaden our understanding of the "issues" so much that,

while they may thus be made accessible to every human being, we
will lose a sense of the original understanding that produced those

"issues." Ernest Sirluck has commented that Frye's approach to

Milton yields a " 'process' Paradise Lost, emulsified, blended, and
reconstituted to an unexceptionable blandness."^*^ Certainly the poem
is anything but that. However, if we come to Frye's book for an
understanding of Paradise Lost, it is just such a pasteurized version

that we will get.

Frye has simply taken off from the "Christian Humanism" of

Douglas Bush's study of Paradise Lost in Our Time (1945) with a
boost from C. S. Lewis' Preface to Paradise Lost (1942). Recoiling
from what he would consider the dogmatism of these men, he widens
the theological implications and religious relevance of the poem to

include a rather vapid concatenation of ideas. Most of his critical

observations are either obvious or commonplace, so when he points

i^Ernest Sirluck, MP, LIX (August 1961), p. 68.
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out that Adam's fall parallels Lucifer's fall, or that the main conflict

of the poem is between Christ's love and Satan's hate, or that Adam
falls because of a "quest for deity" and not just the eating of an

apple, we feel that we are wasting our time. The figural, symbolic

approach which he takes to the poem, as the last example shows,

is laudable and necessary. He emphasizes the wider (what he calls

"existential") meaning of such figures to the detriment of the sym-

bol itself, however, and so misses the tension between the figural

and the literal presentation of Christian ideas that runs through the

poem. He simply rejects the notion of pre-lapsarian sexuality, for

instance, rather than come to terms with the difficult theological

problem it presents.

If the evidence Frye addresses to support his observations were

less gratuitously offered, perhaps God, Man, and Satan could take

a place alongside Lewis' and Bush's works as a significant religious

reading of Paradise Lost. Such a reading has an important place in

making us aware of the profound religious nature of the poem. Frye's

basic assumptions, however, require that we share, with him and
Milton, at least some sense of the poem's religious nature before

we read his book. It is my opinion that his study would be much
more valuable had he, like Harding, assumed that Milton's "fit

audience" was no longer around. The burden of proving Milton's

"aliveness" then would have fallen on him and he would have been
performing the function of a literary critic as well as a Christian

Apologist.

In a sense, Roland Mushat Frye is a victim of Raleigh's observa-

tion that Paradise Lost is "a monument to dead ideas." He takes

his place in a long line of scholars who have felt and admired the

powerful didactic strain in Milton's verse but have failed to con-

vince the modem sophisticated reader of its value. Frank Kermode,
in his essay "Adam Unparadised," directly addresses himself to

Raleigh's statement by taking a position radically opposed to Frye's:

"the proper answer to the charge is not that the ideas are, on the

contrary, alive; but that the poem is not a monument to any ideas."^^

This is, of course a rhetorical over-statement, for Kermode goes on
to discuss a number of important ideas in Paradise Lost. The dif-

ference is that he divorces the poem from any specific, external,

dogmatic set of ideas that would limit its meaning for humanity.

It is an epic embodiment of "hfe in a great symbolic attitude"^^ and
as such deals with the universal concerns of mankind: "The poem
is primarily about the pleasures of Adam and their destruction by
death; about the contrast between a world we can imagine, in which
the senses are constantly and innocently enchanted, and a world of

which this is not true."^^ This, for Kermode, is tragedy on the grand
scale, the tragedy of Everyman of every century, the tragedy in which

^^Frank Kermode, "Adam Unparadised," The Living Milton, ed. Frank
Kermode, (London, 1960), p. 16.

^^op. cit., p. 84.

^^op. cit., pp. 93-94.
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"we deplore the accidental loss of native immortality more than we
can applaud its gracious restoration. "^^

This is quite a change from Frye's (or Lewis', or Bush's) idea of

the poem as an epic celebration of felix culpa and God's benevolent

eternal Providence. God, in fact, plays almost no role at all in the

Kermodean tragedy. We are warned that "Milton's theology is in the

De Doctrina, not in Paradise Lost."^^ The focus is on Adam and his

physical fall into mortality, the universal and inescapable plague of

all mankind. To estabHsh this focus, Kermode realizes he will have to

get away from the theological trappings of the poem, and, essentially,

place it in the context of a value system considerably different from
the "Authorized Version." His attempt to do this is a brilliant example
of critical skullduggery at its finest, for he almost succeeds in making
his position look Uke the "Authorized Version."

Kermode's critical apparatus is impressive: more than any other

critic dealt with, he appears to have considered all major aspects

of the poem. He cites the Italian influences in Paradise Lost, examines
Milton's use of the Garden topos, explores the implications of the

Asmodeus simile in Book IV, and pays extensive attention to the

prosodic effects of the poem. It is a glossy, swift-moving essay that

whisks smoothly over problems that have bothered Miltonists for

years. Thematics and styhstics are his main concerns, and he at-

tacks them with a thoroughness reminiscent of Rosemond Tuve.
As we move on to the conclusion one ugly fact quickly becomes clear:

no matter what the critical context or emphasis may be at a par-

ticular point, Kermode will somehow be able to draw from it a con-
clusion that, strangely enough, supports his initial view of the poem
on every score. An odd excursus into something called "pseudo-
rhyme" functions in this way. Any pair of words which occurs in

several contexts may be one of these pseudo-rhymes: puns, anti-

theses, and "phonetic repititions" are the three major categories. The
"central pseudo-rhyme" to Paradise Lost is "delight-woe "^*^ which
is a fortunate happenstance for Kermode, because his thesis is that

the poem is about the loss of delight and the woe that it brings

mankind. Similarly, he uses De Doctrina Christiana when it supports

his ideas^" but rejects it when it conflicts with his position. ^^ In fact,

his use of the prose is quite inconsistent. He virtually bases his whole
argument on Milton's celebrated and controversial observations on
aesthetics in the early tract Of Education, but dismisses the clearly-

stated theological observations of De Doctrina Christiana as second-
ary "niceties," in spite of the fact that this was Milton's longest work
and written at the same time as Paradise Lost.

Kermode's whole approach is conditioned by his own aesthetic

predilections for sensuous communication as the only province of

poetry. In a preliminary discussion of a passage from the poem

^*op. cit., p. 103.

^^op. cit., p. 116.
i^opt. cit., p. 99.
I'^op. cit., p. 105.

'^op. cit., p. 116.
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Kermode concludes "This is Milton's way of exploiting the sensuous

illogic by which poetry makes its unparaphraseable points."^ ^ Further-

more, he tells us that poetry's primary purpose is to appeal to the

senses rather than intelhgence.-" Thus, it is easy to understand why
he would leap upon Milton's "simple, sensuous, and passionate"

comment in Of Education as the key to the aesthetic theory of Para-

dise Lost. In retrospect, then, it is only obvious that the poem can-

not be about a spiritual regeneration that promises "A paradise within

thee, happier far," for "poetry cannot say much more [than this]

about it because the senses do not know it."-^ Kermode has used
Paradise Lost to illustrate his own aesthetic principles, choosing to

disregard the theological principles of its author. Perhaps the modern
reader is much more comfortable with such an interpretation, for

with all its critical sleight-of-hand it keeps us from the unnerving
"conviction that there is at all times a design upon us."^^ If we want
to keep that conviction secure, however, we had better learn to skip

the first twenty-five lines of the poem in future readings.

In his essay, Kermode frequently invokes the term "myth" to

describe the subject-matter of Milton's poem. This application of

that often maligned hyper-word may have been suggested to him by
a book he favorably reviewed in the Modern Language Review,
Isabel Gamble MacCaffrey's Paradise Lost as "Myth." This is a

highly suggestive work, not so much for its actual critical insights

into Paradise Lost as for its admittedly experimental attempt to

establish a new, flexible, and workable context with which to ap-

proach the problems of structure in a work of epic proportions.

MacCaffrey's purpose is to use the concept of myth as a formalistic,

structuring framework which, when properly apprehended in a

work of art, will make it accessible to the readers of every age.

Thus, somewhat in the manner of Harding and Frye, her goal is to

reconstruct a frame of mind in the contemporary reader that will give

him an "in" to the meaning of Paradise Lost. Drawing largely from
the writings of Ernst Cassirer, with help from Campbell, Jung, and
a host of other historians, critics, and mythographers, she carefully

outlines in the opening chapters of her book her definition and ap-

phcation of myth. Basically, "myth" is a concept analogous to the

Platonic Idea: both have "real" existences apart from temporal
reality and both are patterns for lesser entities.-^ While she realizes

the importance of the atemporal reality of the Christian myth for the

seventeenth-century reader, she looks to the structural, formal de-

mands the conscious use of a myth makes on a "lesser entity" which
is patterned on it. Thus, in Paradise Lost, both the content and the

form depend upon certain mythic necessities.

i^op. cit., p. 90.

-°op. cit., p. 89.
2 lop. cit., p. 121.

^^op. cit., p. 99.

"^Isabel Gamble MacCaffrey, Paradise Lost as "Myth", (Cambridge, Mass.,

1959), p. 16.
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She invokes the rather tired concept of the all-purpose "mono-
myth" as the basic pattern with which we can apprehend the poem's
structure. To the archetypal triptych "separation—initiation—return"

she adds the "mountain" metaphor, so that the pattern plays itself

out on a grand spatial scale, with a moral (up and down) dimension.

The most important thing is that this pattern represents atemporal

reality, the Platonic Idea, in a single gigantic glance. Time therefore

has no meaning in the mythic context, nor do such literary conven-

tions as plot development and metaphor. Plot development is ir-

relevant because we all know how the story will end even before we
begin it. Metaphor is virtually impossible in a myth because—and this

is her main point
—

"a mythic event does not stand for anything else;

it is what everything else stands for."-^ If we were living in a world

where everything was apprehended in its Platonic essence, comparison
and analogy, the process of metaphor, would be impossible. Mac-
Caffrey maintains that this is the world of Paradise Lost, a world in

which certain mythic rules and conventions must be observed as

surely as any generical or theological conventions.

After its careful, highly conservative and self-conscious introduc-

tion, the book is a disappointment. Given the opening two chapters,

it is amazing to see how MacCaffrey actually approaches the poem.
Some of her chapter titles give a clue: "Structural Patterns in

Paradise LostT "The Language of Paradise Lost;" " 'Into Our First

V/orld': Milton's Imagery." The role of myth becomes submerged
in an extended, almost new critical reading of the poem. From her

performances in some places, she appears to owe more to Cleanth

Brooks than to Ernst Cassirer, She has page after unfootnoted page
of explication, and in places it seems that she drags in "myth" al-

most as an afterthought. In a way MacCaffrey ought to be praised for

her careful attention to the text; she never strays into the jungles of

Jungian phraseology, for instance. She makes a number of good
points about the "largeness" of Milton's images often being miscon-
strued as vague and about the absorption of the time scheme into

the spatial scheme of the poem. The exactitude with which she de-

fined her use of the word "myth," however, forsakes her by chapter

three. She has a particularly difficult time with literary terms,

especially "imagery," "allegory," and "metaphor." She seems to use

them interchangeably even as she insists on their different applications

and limitations. By the time she gets to the end of her book she has
completely forgotten the integrity of the poem and states that the

only reason Satan is not immediately transferred to Paradise from
Hell is due to "Milton's intention of including the great archetype
of the journey in the poem."^^

MacCaffrey faces the same problem in critical methodology as

Roland Mushat Frye. Both authors have their feet planted in two
separate worlds, that of the poem and that of a traditional pattern

of thought. The best parts of both of their books occur when they
are standing on one leg. When they try to relate the poem to the

tradition we usually wind up with a gratuitous card-shuffling and

*op. cit., p. 38.

^op. cit., p. 197.
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random aligning of quotations. With MacCaffrey especially this lack

of methodology is unfortunate, for she has many bright insights

about the poem and takes an interesting approach to the problem
of mythic structure. She never estabhshes a balanced equation be-

tween the two critical abilities of close textual analysis and literary

theorizing, and so produces an erratic, often incomprehensible book.

Both she and Frye try to make the poem relevant to modem readers

by placing it in patterns of thought that are less profound, less co-

herent, and, at least for this writer, less meaningful and relevant to the

average reader of Paradise Lost than Milton's own presentation of

his "patterns of thought." Despite all of their critical finagling, the

poem bears its own weight better than the arguments used to support

it. There are enough studies that seek, by complex and lengthy

arguments, to point out what the poem itself already says so much
better, if one would only pay it heed. One needs to get as close

to Milton's epic poetry as he gets to Shakespeare's dramatic poetry

if Milton is ever to be made relevant to any century but the seven-

teenth. There is need for knowing what Milton says and how he
says it before one can ever hope to approach him with anything

more than a clinical interest. This is the position taken by the last

critic discussed in this paper, Irene Samuel.

In her essay "The Dialogue in Heaven: A Reconsideration of

Paradise Lost, III, 1-417," Samuel bases her reading on the assump-
tion "That we have incautiously misconstrued as dogma what Milton
intended as drama. "^^ She does not ignore the theological back-
ground of the scene, but rather sees it as a part of Milton's total

"poetic economy" (or "strategy"). She is concerned, in fact, with
seeing how Milton demonstrates "that the persons involved are

recognizably God, the creator of the universe, and the Son, his

'word, wisdom, and effectual might'. "^^ Rather than simply tossing

out the importance of the theology as does Frank Kermode, she

prefers to trace its dramatic embodiment in the poem. In this hght,

the tonelessness of God's speech is eminently suitable to him. "Here
is no orator using rhetoric to persuade, but the nature of things

expounding itself in order to present fact and principle unadorned. "^^

This first speech immediately takes on dramatic irony as we recall

Satan's carefuhy modulated and calculated speech to the Stygian
Council. The language of the characters in the poem, more than
just their mythical or theological relationships, is hard at work
defining them and their mutual positions. Samuel goes on in this

way to show how the Son's speech is a compassionate reaction to

God's stem logic and how these two attitudes interact to portray
dramatically the Son's dynamic role in changing "the whole applica-

tion of the moral law."-^ She connects this with Milton's doctrine
of free will as a divine example of the fruits of obedience, humihty,

^ ''Irene Samuel, "The Dialogue in Heaven: A Reconsideration of Paradise
Lost, III, 1-417," Milton: Modern Essays in Criticism, ed. Arthur E. Barker
(New York, 1965), pp. 233-234.

-''op. cit., p. 234.
2 8op. cit., p. 235.
2 9op. cit., p. 243.
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and trust in the benevolence of the Father, an example that Adam
would have done well to follow.

Instead of fretting about the awesome weight of Milton's ideas,

Samuel simply gets to work on his expression of those ideas in the

poem. In this respect, her method and aims are much like Kermode's:
both get close to the language and have a keen sense for noting

irony, tone, and point of view. The difference is that Kermode, like

so many readers, is not willing to let Milton speak from his own
ideological pedestal. If we are to listen to him seriously, these

people say, he must be placed on a pillar of humanism, or a pillar

of mythic thought, or a pillar of "mainstream Christianity." What
they do not realize is that we have already removed Milton far

enough from his poetry by such sophisticated critical ploys. Enough
creeds, ideas, and biases have already been foisted on one of our
greatest poets without burdening him with more. C. S. Lewis would
ask such people, with a sly and slightly pompous grin on his face,

"Are you afraid of Milton's ideas?" Effective as this might be, the

real question which ought to be asked is, "Are you afraid of Milton's

language? of his style? of his allusions?" and so on.

As long as we address ourselves to Milton's "ideas"—or, in the

case of Kermode, to his lack of ideas—without first considering the

complex and subtle poetic expression he gives them in Paradise Lost,

we will never get a full sense of what his ideas were at all. Until we
read Milton as we read Shakespeare, as Irene Samuel does, we will

be reading a Milton stripped of his greatest asset—his powerful,

unique poetic voice.
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Whitman on Whitman:

The Poet Introduces His Own Poetry

By

Dennis A. Berthold

Walt Whitman's poetry frequently gives the reader an embarrass-

ingly intimate picture of the man who is writing. He reveals to us

such profound feelings and experiences that, unless we are prepared

to hear them, they sound ridiculous or shallow. A salient example of

this might be the rhapsodic chant enumerating parts of the body in

stanza nine of "I Sing the Body Electric
:

"

Nose, nostrils of the nose, and the partition.

Cheeks, temples, forehead, chin, throat, back of the neck,

neck-slue.

Strong shoulders, manly beard, scapula, hind-shoulders,

and the ample side-round of the chest.

Upper-arm, arm-pit, elbow-socket, lower-arm, arm sinews,

arm-bones,

Wrist and wrist-joints, hand, palm, knuckles, thumb,
forefingers, finger-balls, finger-joints, finger-nails,

and so he goes, building up a thorough catalog of all he feels to be
beautiful about the human body. The rhythm drives, the language
pounds, and we may very well become caught up in the fervor of his

statement. Yet, there is the imminent danger that we may also be-

come amused with and even rather condescendingly critical of the

candor of these utterances - -"after all, any man who writes about
armpits and fingernails. . .

."

Whitman realized that people would have difficulty understanding

his poetry. In his brief poem "To a Certain Civilian," he tells us

that we will not find "dulcet rhymes" nor peaceful, languishing

"piano-tunes" in his poetry; rather, we will find "the drum-corps'
harsh rattle," "the martial dirge," the "convulsive throb" of life as

it is lived and experienced. To those who will not understand. Whit-
man throws out this arrogant command:

—What to such as you, anyhow, such a poet as I?~therefore

leave my works.

And go lull yourself with what you can understand—and
with piano-tunes;

For I lull nobody—and you will never understand me.
Will we never understand him? Although the haughty and disdainful

tone of this passage may provoke us to some anger, I think we must
admit that there is a good deal of truth in it. We (or certainly the
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nineteenth century readers, brought up on Tennyson and Longfellow)

must prepare ourselves for a different kind of message in a different

kind of style in order to understand him. If we cannot quite accept his

more rhapsodic passages, such as that quoted from "I Sing the Body
Electric," or if we still seek to find in poetry "dulcet rhymes" instead

of the "convulsive throbs" of life, we will miss his main point. We
must re-educate ourselves and approach his poetry in his terms, not

in ours, and so let him speak to us naturally, freely, and without

the restraints and fetters of prejudiced tastes and narrow aesthetic

predispositions.

The valid question then is, to whom do we turn for instruction? It

would seem as though Whitman, in a fit of pique, has contemptuously
put us off as hopeless— "you will never understand me." I believe that,

in spite of his vaunted ego (or perhaps because of it), we can turn to

his own writing to find an introduction to his poetry. In fact, a close

examination of his work shows that he was anxious, in many places,

to assume the role of teacher, both overtly (as in section 47 of "Song
of Myself") and indirectly (as in the didactic tone of many passages

throughout his poetry).

Whitman details a learning experience that he went through prior

to his maturation as a poet, as the extended metaphor of a student-

teacher relationship in "Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking" demon-
strates. The bird. Whitman's teacher, shows the young poet-to-be

what "to keep, to sing," and eventually guides him to be a "mes-
senger" of "the thousand responsive songs" of which he has been
made aware. Whitman then takes the next step and becomes a teacher

himself, patterning himself, like the bird, after the Socratic midwife.

This role is adopted quite specifically in "Poets to Come" when he
says that he writes but

one or two indicative words for the future,

Leaving it to you to prove and define it,

Expecting the main things from you.

We must be willing, then, to work with Whitman's poetry in order

to "define it." We must realize that the poet-teacher confides in us

as a means of drawing our ideas and sympathies toward a higher

plane. Furthermore, he is trying to engage us in a student-teacher

dialogue, a reciprocal seminar in which he "expects" something from
us even as we expect to learn from him. He desires to stimulate and
nurture us and then to share in and be stimulated himself by the

pupil's amplification of the poet's original ideas. The poem "Who
Learns My Lesson Complete?" displays this side of Whitman and in

many ways epitomizes his methodology. It was present in the 1855
edition of Leaves of Grass and would serve equally well as either

the final word or the introductory poem in any volume of his

poetry. Besides capsulizing much of his thought, the poem presents a

valuable approach to his work, partly because it demands little pre-

paredness on our part. Considering this poem in detail reveals it as
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Whitman's own statement of how we can best approach and under-

stand his particular style of poetry. Following is the full text of the

poem:

Who learns my lesson complete?

Boss, journeyman, apprentice—churchman and atheist.

The stupid and the wise thinker—parents and offspring-

merchant, clerk, porter and customer,

Editor, author, artist, and schoolboy—Draw nigh and commence;

It is no lesson—it lets down the bars to a good lesson,

And that to another, and every one to another still.

The great laws take and effuse without argument;

I am of the same style, for I am their friend,

I love them quits and quits—I do not halt, and make salaams.

I lie abstracted, and hear beautiful tales of things, and
the reasons of things;

They are so beautiful, I nudge myself to listen.

I cannot say to any person what I hear—I cannot say it to

myself—it is very wonderful.

It is no small matter, this round and delicious globe, moving
so exactly in its orbit forever and ever, without one
jolt, or the untruth of a single second.

I do not think it was made in six days, nor in ten thousand
years, nor ten bilhons of years.

Nor plann'd and built one thing after another, as an architect

plans and builds a house.

I do not think seventy years is the time of a man or woman,

Nor that seventy millions of years is the time of a man or

woman.

Nor that years will ever stop the existence of me, or any one
else.

Is it wonderful that I should be immortal? as every one
is immortal;

I know it is wonderful, but my eyesight is equally wonderful,

and how I was conceived in my mother's womb is equally

wonderful;

And pass'd from a babe, in the creeping trance of a couple
of summers and winters, to articulate and walk—All
this is equally wonderful.
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And that my Soul embraces you this hour, and we affect each
other without ever seeing each other, and never perhaps

to see each other, is ever}" bit as wonderful.

And that I can think such thoughts as these, is just as wonderful;

And that I can remind you, and you think them, and know
them to be true, is just as wonderful.

And that the moon spins round the earth, and on with the

earth, is equally wonderful.

And that they balance themselves with the sun and stars, is

equally wonderful.

The poet assumes the role of teacher in the first line of the poem,
when he asks a rhetorical question as a means of moving into the

"lesson." WTiitman's tremendously diverse interests also present

themsehes early as he addresses people of various and even conflict-

ing occupations, beUefs, abilities, ages, and functions. We realize that

the class in which we are sitting is composed of the general group
humanity. Confronted by such a class the status of the teacher must
rise considerably, for what he says wiU apparently be of interest and
apphcabihty to all people. Perhaps we should caU him Professor Whit-
man. The schoolroom atmosphere continues as he asks us to "Draw
nigh and commence," uttering the magic word that upraises ears and
pencils. Now the first of many abrupt, paradoxical shifts in the poem
occurs, and the teacher, after aU the pedantic preparation, informs us

that his lesson "is no lesson." Rather, it is the initial impetus to an
endless number of "good lessons," each one unfolding the next. This is

similar to Whitman's idea in "Poets to Come" of himself as an in-

novator whose followers will produce "the main things." The process

described also echoes human experience in the way in which lesson

leads to lesson, almost as if it were aU happening in a great natural

order of occurrence.

The poet-teacher moves from the suggestion of an idea of natural

order to an overt statement of it in the second stanza. In the high-

sounding language of philosophy he speaks of "the great laws" and
their unquestioned operation. Just as the students prepare for a long
ideological discourse another abrupt shift is made and the next hne
telescopes to "I," to a personal apphcation of the actions of "the

great laws." Whitman prods our minds into profound speculation with
a stock device—the mention of irmnutable forces—and then rapidly

changes the subject so that our speculative powers become focused
upon Whitman himself, the aU-important ego. He is "of the same
style" as the laws and can be as free in giving and taking and acting
and deciding as they. His freedom is unparalleled in history, in-

comparably better than the courts of Europe where kings and the
sycophancy around them block the way of the free man. He swaggers
through life unbridled, bold and effusive in aU things.

This free, lusty person is also highly sensitive and contemplative.
Though he is captain of his life, he still settles back to hsten to and
absorb "beautiful tales of things, and the reasons of things." The
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sheer beauty of what he hears is enough to quiet this great, effusive

soul until he "cannot say to any person what I hear—I cannot say it

to myself—it is very wonderful." The teacher has been caught up in a

reverie over his own experiences with the "lesson." The kinesis which
had dominated the first two stanzas has now slowed to a crawl, and
the teacher is prepared to move into a consideration of the "wonder-
fulness" about him. He has identified his position and prepared the

class for the vast, ethereal musings emblematic of his lesson.

These musings begin with another abrupt shift, this time from the

ego out to the "round and dehcious globe."' We are accustomed to

this technique by now, and it can be more clearly seen as a symbolic
gesture pointing out the all-encompassing powers of Whitman's soul.

The beauty of the earth is seen in its precise movement "without one
jolt"--a cataclysmic event, "or the untruth of a single second"—

a

miniscule event. The poet's sensibilities are moving up and do\Mi,

expanding and contracting, taking in all aspects of a thing, great and
small.

Whitman asserts his intellectual and spiritual freedom as he denies

orthodox religious and scientific conceptions of creation. Neither an
earth created in time nor created by a systematic process can exist for

Whitman. The spiral continues, ever more expansive, as he declares

the wonder of man's immortaht>' and time's death. Then, he shifts

back to concrete detail and the "equally wonderful" powers of vision

and conception and growth. The final expansive gesture of the poet
then begins, and the kinesis evident throughout the poem builds to

a climax.

The poet moves out from the growing child to the all-embracing,

all-affecting Soul. He rejoices in his Soul, then in his thoughts, then in

the similar thoughts that others, "reminded by him," have. He radiates

out to the moon spinning around the earth, then out to the two orbs'

motion through the solar system, and then reaches the climax and
limit of expansion with his praise of the wonderful balance in the

universe. Notice that each of these things—eyesight, birth, thinking,

creation—is "equally wonderful." He sees all nature and humanity in

the same scale, and he revels in and praises all equally. One thing is

not better than another or "more wonderful" than another, but every-

thing is "equally wonderful." It is somewhat akin to Blake's abihty

to "see a World in a Grain of Sand / And a Heaven in a Wild Flower."
The mystical awe of the universe is really no more wonderful than
the mystical awe we can experience in daily, deeply personal human
relationships. Man, as well as the universe, deserves breathless adora-

tion and pensive contemplation.

We can see, then, how Whitman uses his role of poet-teacher. He
draws us into the classroom, explains himself to us, and then proceeds

to spin out his lesson, the ver}' vastness of which is awe-inspiring. He
succeeds in making us reaUze that we will not learn his lesson com-
plete but, good Socratic midwife that he is, provokes our minds, possi-

bly even our souls, to "lie abstracted" and hear and absorb the beauti-

ful things of existence. We become caught up in the sustained mood of

expansiveness in the poem, and thus when Whitman assumes a less
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scholarly and more confidential tone, we follow him with the same
sincerity for knowledge that we would feel if he were presenting an
actual lesson to us. Just as Whitman fuses the poet and teacher, he
fuses the poem and lecture, subtly interweaving each with each to

powerfully use the best techniques of both in stating his lesson loudly

and clearly.

The imphcation "Who Learns My Lesson Complete?" holds for

us should be apparent by now. We are not merely readers of Whit-
man's poetry; we are also partakers of the experience which that

poetry represents. We are student-confidants who must listen to and
accept what is said before we evaluate it, always trying to fit each
particular revelation into the whole of the confider's disclosures. We
are lifelong learners in the schoolroom of experience, and our guide

is Walt Whitman. He is prophet and priest, teacher and teller, en-

gaging our sensibilities in the most thorough manner possible. There-
fore, when we come upon the fervidly intimate outpourings of a poem
such as 'T Sing the Body Electric," we must remember the poet's

technique and enter with him, as fully as possible, into the continuing
dialogue between student and teacher, disciple and prophet, and con-
fidant and confider that makes successful learning successful living

possible.
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Ong, McLuhan, and the Function

of the Literary Message

By

Dennis A. Berthold

The twentieth century has witnessed a revolution in communica-
tions that has profoundly reshaped our culture and society. Motion
pictures, radio, and television have already exercised a great in-

fluence on modern hfe, and the potential of these media to further

influence culture seems unlimited. It is a fact to ponder that today's

average high school student has clocked 10,800 hours of school time

compared with 15,000 hours of television time when he receives his

diploma. 1 While the total impact of these developments cannot yet

be fully assessed, their already pervasive presence has given rise to

what is, basically, an epistemological question: To what extent do
media (the forms and modes of communication) impose their as-

sumptions on what is communicated? More specifically, do we
"know" things differently if we hear them instead of see them and,

if so, how great is the significance of this difference for the knowledge
obtained? These, I take it, are the primary questions to which both

Marshall McLuhan and Walter J. Ong, S. J., address themselves.

They base their considerations on, in McLuhan's words, "the human
sensorium," particularly the two major senses of sight and sound.

The question thus resolves itself into a discussion of the relative

merits of oral-audile-tactile culture, or the spoken and heard word,
versus visual culture, or the printed and seen word.

In his book, The Gutenberg Galaxy, McLuhan traces the develop-

ment of "typographic culture," where one perceives primarily through

the mode of printed letters and words on a page. From the Eden of

oral-aural culture we move through hieroglyphics and ideographs to

the phonetic alphabet and the medieval manuscript, rapidly culmi-

nating our journey with the invention of moveable type and the

printed book. The next era (the "Gutenberg Galaxy" of the title)

lasts until 1907, when oral-aural media reassert themselves on a glob-

al, pulsatingly electronic scale with Marconi's invention of the tele-

graph. The implication running throughout this scattergun survey is

that the written word is inferior in signification to the spoken word,
and that alphabetic, typographic, visual media have destroyed any
unity western civilization might once have had. Printing is thus seen

as a violation of the natural order of perception or, as McLuhan
states, "Writing is a visual enclosure of non-visual spaces and senses.

It is, therefore, an abstraction of the visual from the ordinary sense

interplay."- This fragmentation of modes of perception has led to a

^John M. Culkin, S. J., "A Schoolman's Guide to Marshall McLuhan,"
Saturday Review, vol. XI (March 18, 1967), p. 71.

^Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic
Man (Toronto), 1962, p. 43.
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schizophrenic fragmentation of knowledge, so that modem man has
been conditioned by the assumptions of typography and the phonetic

alphabet. He no longer apprehends ideas in their totality, but rather

in discrete, individually meaningless units we call letters—or, in

McLuhan's pithy phraseology, meaningless signs conjoined to mean-
ingless sounds. At one point McLuhan terms this development "absurd
and ignoble," for it means man has capitulated to the rigidified,

spiritless, inhuman mode of typographic culture instead of reaping

the benefits of the "over-all awareness" oral culture supplies.

While McLuhan chastises the written word. Father Ong eulogizes

the spoken word. Clearly paralleling McLuhan's bias, only from a

positive perspective, Ong believes that oral culture provides mankind
with the bases vital to establishing unified, personal, existentially

aware "I-thou" relationships. "Space separates, whereas voice unites"

Ong tells us in an essay significantly titled "Voice as Summons for

Behef,"^ and he compares the power of oral media to unify with the

intimacy and profound meaning achieved in the celebration of the

Eucharist. While Ong does not stress the role of the "Gutenberg
Galaxy" in shaping the modern mind, he does feel that typography
effected "a subtle re-orientation of attitudes toward communication
and what was to be communicated—knowledge itself."^ In his

book on the Renaissance pedagogue Petrus Ramus, Father Ong puts

this "subtle re-orientation of attitudes" into the larger framework of

western culture's increasing concern for understanding concepts by
means of spatial models, a concern which ultimately led to consider-

ing these models as autonomous entities in themselves. Quoting Otto
Jespersen, Ong points out that formerly "words and forms were often

treated as if they were things or natural objects with an existence of

their own~a conception which may have been to a great extent

fostered through a too exclusive preoccupation with written or printed

words, but which is fundamentally false. "° It is Ong's main concern
to get us back to a realization of "the primacy in communication
of the living world of sound" which is "ultimately rooted not in

things but in persons."''

It should not be difficult to see the relevance of these theories

to the study of literature. If oral-aural communication is somehow
superior to visual communication, it would seem to follow that works
of literature, insofar as they are conveyed visually, are an inferior

way of getting at knowledge and truth. Both men, I think, would
assent to this conclusion; they would add, however, that there are

certain authors who realize the problem and manage to transcend
it in their works. McLuhan instances Shakespeare, Pope, Cervantes,

and Rabelais as four men who saw print to be a "transforming and
metamorphosing drug that has the power of imposing its assumptions

^Walter J. Ong, S. J., The Barbarian Within and Other Fugitive Essays and
Studies (New York, 1962), p. 61.

^Walter J. Ong, S. J., Ramus, Method, and the Decay of Dialogue: From the

Art of Discourse to the Art of Reason (Cambridge, Mass., 1958), p. 310.
^Ong, The Barbarian Within, p. 175.
Hbid.
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upon every level of consciousness."^ This awareness necessitated,

with men like Blake and Yeats, the move to symbolism and myth,

as they attempted to achieve the simultaneous, unified mode of com-
munication that originated in primitive, myth-filled, oral-aural cul-

tures. James Joyce's further development of stream-of-consciousness

narration, particularly in Finnegan's Wake, finally gave us a literary

mode comparable to oral-aural culture. This style, McLuhan believes,

is actually the most realistic and natural mode of artistic communica-
tion, whereas so-called "realism" and "naturalism" are, in effect,

"abstract art," for they are "based on a separation of the visual

faculty from the interplay of the other senses."^

Ong agrees with McLuhan that visual communication—a conven-
tion of hteracy—keeps us from understanding the whole and prevents

us from becoming involved with the particular. Father Ong, however,
addresses himself much more fully to the problem of what kind of

knowledge it is that a work like Finnegan's Wake conveys. His

thoughts on this subject revolve around two types of knowledge which
I can best express by using his metaphor. He visualizes the mind
as containing "islands of conceptualized knowledge" surrounded by
"dark seas of knowing." Writers like Pound, Proust, and Joyce have
opened up the "dark seas" for exploration, inviting us to share, in

an almost oral-aural way, in "depth experience" (a term he acknow-
ledges to be Philip Wheelwright's). Ong believes in the "islands,"

however, as much as (if not more than) he believes in the "seas,"

and he warns us against being entertained by "false hopes" of finding

all the answers in the mythos of the "inner consciousness.'"''

This balance of Ong's between the "islands" of fact and the

"seas" of myth allows him to account for the function of artifice in

art and to assess its role in the total communicative effort of the

author. Each kind of knowledge defines and clarifies the other when
two persons communicate, as speaker and hearer, writer and reader,

subject and object mutually engage in an "1-thou" dialogue.

If we can conceive a thought within ourselves, it is the sort

of thing our fellows—the more perceptive ones, anyhow—can
enter into. If we can think it, others can, too. Depth
analysis has made it more evident than ever that there is no
private language, even of inarticulate symbols. In so far as

we speak to ourselves in any way, others are capable of

sharing our thoughts. To conceive something interiorly

is to process it for extemalization.^'^^'

The last sentence contains a word that gives Ong's ideas a peculiar

relevance to literary study that I find lacking in McLuhan. The word

~'The Gutenberg Galaxy, p. 260.
*op. cit., p. 65.

^The Barbarian Within, p. 144. Ong is fully aware of the impact and import
of Jungian thought, but as the title of the essay from which this phrase is

taken indicates, "The Myth of Myth," he has serious reservations about the
ultimate value of either psychoanalysis or anthropology in furthering man-
kind's "pursuit of truth" (p. 144).

'"op. cit., p. 50.
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is "process," and it implies a whole host of devices and techniques

of communication whose study forms the basis of much literary

endeavor. Any techniques such as symbolism, stream-of-conscious-

ness, or the mask of personae that establish deeper relationships

between author and reader and so "tease" us into "depth experience,"

much as Keats' Grecian Urn "dost tease us out of thought / As
doth eternity," are heartily welcomed by Ong. McLuhan seems to

feel that words should exist as no more than Gestalten, relegating

language and literature to the role of an impressionistic medium of

ideas. Unlike Ong, he does not appreciate the utilization of various

techniques which evoke the subtlest of meaning from a word or

group of words, a trait I believe to be a hallmark of great literature.

Rather, McLuhan seems convinced that we must move beyond typo-

graphic media to electronic media if we are to come to terms with

the reality of the complex world in which we live.

It would be unfair to both men if I presented their theories as

applicable only to the study of literature. In fact their works contain

comments and ideas on a vast number of subjects—McLuhan makes
a special point of bringing in some quite remote areas of thought if

they seem to have any bearing at all on his discussion, an approach
he characterizes as "mosaic" and "multilinear." If we get behind
some of their surface observations, however (a task that is particularly

difficult with McLuhan), we can see in their assumptions some very

questionable and often quite fuzzy thinking. Their basic tenet is

that somehow knowledge becomes more profound and meaningful
when it is conveyed and apprehended by the entire "human sen-

sorium." The ideal mode of communication, then, would be some-
thing like television, where the senses are subjected to a continual

bombardment of ever-shifting multiple images and sounds. I do not

see why we cannot take the opposite point of view and contend that

the best medium is one that forces us to be selective in our choice

of images we wish to convey, one in which all meaningless or

irrelevant material would be removed from our perceptions and we
could focus on what was most important. This amounts to surrendering

ourselves, as readers, to the ordering imagination of a sensibihty we
consider finer and more acute than ours, a sensibility that will reveal

knowledge and elucidate facts with a clarity and depth of which we
are incapable. Such a relationship between author and reader would
hold true for all forms of written communication. The ratio between
reader's and author's sensibilities and insights would fluctuate with

individual abilities to perceive and communicate in each new en-

counter, of course, but the same kind of teacher-learner relationship

would exist whether we were reading James Joyce or the daily news-
paper. The printed page thus is a medium through which essential

ideas can be filtered and the extraneous events that constantly sur-

round us can be left behind where they belong. "Depth experience"
is possible at least as much in the quiet dialogue between author and
reader as it is in the atmosphere of the lecture hall or the motion
picture theater.

There are many over-generalized statements and even contradic-

tions, bordering on the absurd, in the theories of both Ong and
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McLuhan, but it would be pointless to pick either one of them apart

on that score. They have consciously cast themselves in the prophetic

mold, and the messianic voice, replete with its conundrums and
paradoxes, cannot be stilled in either man. With McLuhan, particu-

larly, the Savior-of-Western-Culture pose frequently obscures content

that we feel must surely lurk behind the brash rhetorical facade. Ong's
speculations, albeit highly metaphysical and vague, have a philoso-

phical depth and weight to them that McLuhan's shrill preachments
often lack. Both men, perhaps, would prefer the epithet "seminal

thinker" to those suggested, and it could possibly apply. Certainly

we cannot deny the power of modern communications media to con-

vey knowledge, nor can we comfortably ignore the impact they have
on our perceptions of that knowledge. Attempts to evaluate these

new forces, however, should not strip us of the ability to find within

the printed word worlds of meaning and depths of insight uniquely

available in that medium. We must not concern ourselves with pro-

cess to the detriment of understanding content. The effort must be
to see form and content as contributmg to one total meaning and
to understand the interplay between the two. A monistic concern
for form will only lead us back into the sterile philological wasteland
Leo Spitzer observed in the work of Meyer-Lubke,^^ decorate it

as we will with the glitter and glare of the electronic age.

^^Leo Spitzer, Linguistics and Literary History: Essays in Sty list ics (Princeton,
1948), especially pp. 1-29.
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